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The Information Literacy Imperative in Higher Education  
 
Now he would prowl the stacks of the library at night, pulling books out of a thousand 
shelves and reading in them like a madman. The thought of these vast stacks of books 
would drive him mad: the more he read, the less he seemed to know—the greater the 
number of the books he read, the greater the immense uncountable number of those 
which he could never read would seem to be.1 
 
 So goes the experience of Eugene Gant, a fictional character based on the author, Thomas 
Wolfe, himself, deep in the stacks of the library at Harvard University.  With nary a computer, 
smart phone, tablet, or a pair of those Google cyborg glasses, just seemingly endless stacks of 
print books, this young man is experiencing some form of information overload, information 
overstimulation, or infogluttony.  He is obviously curious and eager to learn, but completely 
swirling around in an eddy of information and recorded human knowledge—again, print 
only.  Fast forward to 2015.  Today, this sort of information-induced "madness" would look very 
different.  It could be achieved anywhere with a WiFi connection or access to mobile data and its 
cause would be quantified in exabytes, not volumes.2   
 
Googling vs. researching 
 
While libraries and their vast unique, collections, both print and online, still hold a 
critical place on the modern information landscape, certainly within academia and higher 
education, students today, and most everyone, really, find what they need—usually a satisfactory 
"answer" to something—somewhere else.  Ah yes, even I am “Googling” stuff all day long.  It is 
not my intention to deliver a message of doom and gloom, or to say that the Internet is turning us 
all into simpletons (although many have told us it is3), because again, for most of my own day-
to-day information needs you can be sure, I'm Googling it.  It is important, however, not to 
conflate "Googling it" and finding a bunch of stuff—often some pretty good (or good enough) 
stuff—with using the Internet to really do research.   
When you "Google it" you are engaged in an information snatch and grab—get in, get 
out, move on.  Folks who are into web design and internet marketing are well versed in Search 
Engine Optimization and the critical importance of having a link appear on the first page of 
someone's search results.   A study done by Chitika, a major online advertising network, found 
that over 70% of Google search “clicks” go to the top three results.  Over 90% click only on the 
first page (results 1-10) and the likelihood of someone clicking on the first result on the second 
page dropped 140% from that of the last result on the first page. 4  One might argue that our 
tendency to only look so deep is like a natural defense mechanism against information overload 
in the online environment.  And what’s wrong with this?  This approach to search usually is 
plenty sufficient, and well, extremely efficient.  It becomes a problem, however, when students 
rely on this tried and true—efficient—tactic in pursuit of answers to more complex and nuanced 
questions—non-trivia-type questions, if you will.  And I'm not talking about Google vs. the 
library; I'm talking about "Googling it" (now speaking metaphorically for "convenience 
searching," wherever it is you are looking) as opposed to really searching—digging, locating, 
uncovering, reading, evaluating, synthesizing, perhaps spinning off into an unexpected tangent, 
and then re-calibrating, asking for help, searching again in a different place (a novel idea, right?).  
I’m talking about researching. And all the while, knowing what in fact each piece of 
information is that you are looking at and if or when and why and how you would want or need 
to use it—on the open web or in a library, or both! To do this well, "information literacy," or as 
it now sometimes called, "information fluency," is of the essence.  More on that later. 
Our students, born into and only knowing this age of ubiquitous and seemingly infinite 
information, both in sheer quantity and accessibility, are no doubt slick and fluid users and avid 
contributors—or, often in the case of social media, "sharers"—of information via their personal 
devices and within their carefully curated/customized microcosms.  Customized, in part by them, 
but largely by a "big data" algorithm deciding—calculating—what it is they want to see.5  In 
fact, so much information comes to us today not as the result of a search we initiate, but through 
a feed that just keeps coming, showing us the things we might be interested in—our own 
personalized echo chamber or periscope for the information that fits our online profile, and I’m 
not just talking about ads.6  As ex-Google CEO, Eric Schmidt predicted, soon, “it will be very 
hard for people to watch or consume something that has not in some sense been tailored for 
them.”7  
All of this creates an illusory comfort within vast pools of information, and a sense that 
"finding stuff is easy," but this fluidity within the "familiar" simply does not carry over into 
situations requiring serious inquiry and deep investigation using a variety of source types and 
mediums (i.e., the "unfamiliar").  Several illuminating studies, not to mention years and years of 
anecdotal evidence that any librarian would be more than happy to tell you about, confirm that 
this gap, and students' inflated sense of their own information literacy acumen, exists.8   
When students either discover for themselves, or are straight out told, that a particular 
assignment is going to require a very specific type or types of information (not just something 
that sounds good and seems to be from a "credible" source) their old system crashes. The very 
linear and dualistic "search-find" process just doesn't cut it.  And when they begin to look 
beyond their circumscribed safe zone, whether or not they are as insatiably hungry to find and 
devour everything in sight like Eugene Gant in the Harvard Library stacks, they find themselves 
in a similarly dizzying deluge of strange new information options, a phenomenon that predates 
the Internet or online libraries.9 
There is so much great information hiding behind that first page of search results. But 
why go there? What is there? What to do with it?  
This is where information literacy comes into play.  
Information literacy as a liberal art 
The most recent definition provided by the Association of College and Research Libraries, 
a major torch-bearer for information literacy in higher education, reads as follows: 
Information literacy is the set of integrated abilities encompassing the reflective 
discovery of information, the understanding of how information is produced and 
valued, and the use of information in creating new knowledge and participating 
ethically in communities of learning.10 
This really is just a start, and still rather nebulous, but you can begin to see that information 
literacy is more than just a contrived educational buzzword librarians like to use for "how to 
search the library" or "beware of Wikipedia.” No. Information literacy a repertoire of critical 
inquiry skills: It is knowing that there are different types of information, each with its own 
origin, purpose, and place along the information spectrum; It is knowing how to navigate through 
a variety of information environments, and why you'd want to; It is habitually evaluating, 
questioning, and verifying what you find; It is understanding that there is no one perfect source 
to be coupled with each new question; It is being mindful about appropriately and ethically 
incorporate someone else's information or intellectual property into the new information that you 
create; It is knowing that a book isn’t inherently a good source just because it’s “a book” and that 
the content of a website is not by definition subpar because it is freely available online; It is 
understanding that the format or medium in which information is presented does not define its 
quality or appropriateness.11  And of utmost importance, it is acknowledging that efficiency is not 
always the primary goal in gathering information, and that the act of "searching" is not the 
subordinate, lower order operation or activity it is often reduced to.12   Indeed, an interactive and 
vigorous information-seeking process may be described as one that is “nonlinear, dynamic, 
holistic, and flowing.”13 
 In their seminal article, "Information Literacy as a Liberal Art"—think about that for a 
minute—Shapiro and Hughes assert that, as information becomes more accessible and 
omnipresent: 
information literacy should in fact be conceived more broadly as a new liberal art 
. . . as essential to the mental framework of the educated information-age citizen 
as the trivium of basic liberal arts (grammar, logic and rhetoric) was to the 
educated person in medieval society. 14 
  
Coincidentally, this was proposed in 1996, the exact same year that Larry Page and Sergey Brin 
began work on what was then a groundbreaking doctoral project at Stanford.  Indeed, well before 
the immensely consequential Google revolution, claims like this were being made about the need 
for information literacy education.  Forty years earlier, Patricia Knapp of Wayne State University 
wrote the following: 
Competence in the use of the library is one of the liberal arts. It deserves 
recognition and acceptance as such in the college curriculum. It is, furthermore, a 
complex of knowledge, skills, and attitudes not to be acquired in any one course 
but functionally related to the content of many. It should, therefore, be integrated 
into the total curriculum.15 
 
Replace “the use of the library” with “information literacy” and there you have encapsulated a 
good part of what contemporary academic librarians tirelessly advocate for.  
Information Literacy as a liberal art.  Naturally, I embrace such a notion, and do not see it 
at being too high flown.  At the philosophical level, librarians believe that information literacy is 
a fundamental part of students’ broader skill set that will help him or her be effective and 
responsible users and creators of information both in college and beyond.  An education in 
information literacy aims to empower students to use critical inquiry skills wherever they 
are.  Most of them, in four years, will not be on a college or university campus.  Information 
literacy, like other “meta” skills (or whatever you want to call them) when taught as it should, 
becomes portable—a habit of the mind that goes places.16  
Project Information Literacy, an ongoing study out of the University of Washington’s 
iSchool, has been looking at college students and information literacy, ranging from the first year 
to post graduation.17  During the phase that looked at students after graduation, the investigators 
also interviewed 23 leading employers, asking questions about their expectations of recent 
college grads upon being hired.      
Nearly all of the employers said they expected candidates, whatever their field, to 
be able to search online, a given for a generation born into the Internet world. But 
they also expected job candidates to be patient and persistent researchers and to 
be able to retrieve information in a variety of formats, identify patterns within an 
array of sources, and dive deeply into source material.18 
 
Unfortunately, however, employers reported that their new hires “default to quick answers 
plucked from the Internet,” a strategy that may work for “looking up a definition or updating a 
fact, but for many tasks, it proved superficial and incomplete.19  In 2013, Liberal Education 
published, “It Takes More Than a Major: Employer Priorities for College Learning and Student 
Success.”  Reporting on a survey of 318 employers, 72% said that more emphasis should be 
placed on “location, organization, and evaluation of information from multiple sources.”20  In 
both of these cases, although not specifically named as such, employers were talking about 
information literacy.   
Information literacy across the curriculum 
Several years ago, the AAC&U put forth the Information Literacy VALUE Rubric 
specifically intended to gauge students’ work in this area.  Its scale covers five broad constructs 
of information literacy and ranges from “Benchmark” to “Capstone.”  As a tool, the rubric was 
designed to best work with a collection of work, emphasizing information literacy as a holistic, 
as opposed to task-specific, practice and disposition.21  Indeed, just as information literacy 
cannot be demonstrated by a student in a single piece of work, the spectrum of skills that 
comprise it cannot be taught in a library session or two interspersed throughout the 
undergraduate experience.  These “single serving” lessons are often assignment-driven and time-
sensitive and, albeit highly pragmatic, this model of library or “bibliographic” instruction is 
“inherently reactive, limited, and constrained,” able only to achieve “the limited goal of 
addressing episodic or occasional learning about scholarly or other information.”22  This is most 
certainly the case where I work and have been recently intensifying my advocacy for a more 
structured and officially recognized information literacy component.  In recent semesters, a 
select handful of faculty have been building sequenced, librarian-led, information literacy 
modules into their courses.  These are co-planned and aligned with specific course objectives, 
but also allow the time and space to explore broader—portable—information literacy concepts.23  
Such will, ideally, become the model for embedding information literacy into both general 
education and upper-level courses in the disciplines. 
What does information literacy looks like within the context of your classes? Your 
discipline? Your institution’s broader curricular objectives?  What are the chronic deficiencies 
you see in your students, and how might a more robust and proactive information literacy 
component to the curriculum help?  Are students relying on the go-to skills they came with, or 
are they being intentionally stretched and challenged to develop new search habits and avenues 
for obtaining and evaluating information?  Are they learning to think about information, or are 
they just finding some?  Echoing Knapp’s sentiments, ACRL tells it like it is, stating that: 
"Achieving competency in information literacy requires an understanding that this cluster of 
abilities is not extraneous to the curriculum but is woven into the curriculum’s content, structure, 
and sequence.”24  I encourage you to have a conversation with the librarians on your campus, 
many of whom have their own unique pedagogical goals and aspirations for the curriculum.  
Academic librarians with teaching/instruction responsibilities, while always willing to help 
students with specific point-of-need information requests, first and foremost see themselves as 
educators, and are eager to expand that role by raising the standard of information literacy 
education in higher education.   
To resolve that liberal education is a “course of study designed to prepare students for 
complexity, diversity, and change,” is to understand the realities of the world our students will 
inhabit. 25  The ever-evolving network of varied media and content that make-up our modern 
information environment is, and will be, no small part of this.  Equipping students with the 
requisite “literacies” is a must.  Information literacy, then, is learning for life.    
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